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1. Introduction. In [5] C. Kosniowski studied unitary mani-
folds with an almost effective unitary S-action for which the fixed
point set is a homology sphere. In this paper we are concerned with
unitary S’-manifolds for which each isotropy group is {1} or Sx. These
S’-manifolds are called semi-free unitary SX-manifolds. Let X be a
smooth manifold of the integral homology type of the standard n-
sphere S. Given an integer k, a homology sphere 2: can be equipped
with a stable complex structure such that v’(Xn)--dimc r’=2ka if n--1
rood 4, and v’(Xn)-dimc v’--ka if n----3 mod 4, in the complex K-group
K(Xn)Z(a), where r’ is the Whitney sum of the tangent bundle r(XTM)
and a suitable trivial bundle. The stable complex structures of other
spheres are trivial. Let Y2n(]c) be the 2n-sphere with r’(X)--dimc r"
=ka, n>0. We then have

Theorem 1. There exists a semi-free unitary S-manifold (M, )
with the fixed point set X(k)+X(k).+ +X(k) such that the
normal bundle of X(k,) has the m-th Chern class c(v,)=2,[X(k,)],
where [M] indicates the fundamental class of M, if and only if y,,u__
=0 and Y,\ k =0.

The next corollary results from Theorem I and the fact that the
class [M] of a semi-free S-manifold (M, ) in the unitary cobordism
group is given by [M]=Y-]__ [P(v,q)l)], where the summation is ex-
tended over the components {F,} of the fixed point set and P(v,(R)I)
indicates the projective bundle of v,(R)l, v the normal bundle of F,.

Corollary 2. Let (M, ) be a semi-free unitary SX-manifold. If
the fixed point set is a homology sphere, then M is a boundary.

The bordism group F(S) of free unitary S-manifolds is the free

U.-module with the base ([S+’, Cn] n=0, 1, 2, ..., " $1Sn+ ’--+S +

is an S-action given by Cn(Z, V)=ZV}. By combining the discussion of
Theorem 1 with the formal group law theory, we obtain

Theorem 3. If --X is an n-dimensional complex vector bundle
with r’(27)--dimcr’=2/ca in K()-Z(a), and c()=[X], then the
bordism class [S(), ] of an S’-action given by ,’SS()-S(),
,(z, v)=zv is described as follows"

[S(), ]=--2[S+, ]+(k+])[CPX][Sn-,


